
Champagne & Prosecco

Champagne Deutz Brut Classic NV
Chalons-En-Champagne, Champagne, France

On the nose, the wine initially displays notes of
hawthorn and white flowers, which are followed
by aromas of toast, marzipan and ripe pears.
On the palate, the wine is full-bodied and elegant
with the freshness of Chardonnay and richness
of Pinot Noir.

Champagne Pierre Moncuit Delos
Grand Cru Extra Brut NV
Cote de Blancs, Champagne, France

Fresh and silky on the palate, this exquisite
Grand Cru Champagne extends the pleasure of a
deliciously effervescent kiss to the fullest extent
possible. The delicate Champagne reveals the rich
bouquet of its fruity aromas, creating a sense of
intense indulgence accented with light woody notes.
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165.00

158.00

Pasqua Passione Sentimento
Romeo & Juliet Prosécco NV 
Veneto

Fruity and rather intense on the nose, it is fresh and
balanced on the palate. The mouth-feel is aromatic
and has good length, with a pleasantly tangy and
mineral finish.

15.00 70.00

Auswan Blue Lobster Bubbly
Pink Moscato
Australia, South Australia

Fresh, sweet and crisp. The crimson color, with the
aroma of fresh strawberries and rose petals, the
mouth is soft, the taste of apples, pears and
strawberries, melons, can also feel the delicate
embellishment of violets and elder flowers. The
elegant sweetness of flowers and fruits, combined
with the sweet and sour taste of natural grapes, is
very suitable for drinking with fruits, or with the
spicy and fragrant southwestern cuisine.

- 68.00



Red Wine
Château Gantonnet Bordeaux
Rouge 2019
Bordeaux, France

The nose is essentially fruity, with strong aromas
of cassis and plums, an a touch of violets. This is
an ample, well-rounded wine in the mouth that
has well rounded tannins for a clean and
persistent finish.

16.00 75.00

Pasqua Passione Sentimento
Romeo & Juliet Rosso 2021
Veneto

A dense and deeply coloured wine, full of
concentrated black and red cherry flavour, and
hints of leather and  spice. The palate has a layered
texture, with muscular tannins providing a
long finish.

16.00 75.00

De Martino Estate Cabernet
Sauvignon 2020
Isla de Maipo, Chile

Ripe fruit aromatics including blackcurrant and cassis
combined with bright red berry fruit notes. The palate
is rich with a pristine and intense fruit profile while
remaining fresh due to a crisp acidity and soft tannins
that lead to a lingering finish

- 78.00

Altos Las Hormigas Malbec
Classico 2020
Mendoza, Argentina

On the nose, presenting notes of red fruits, plums,
cherries and raspberries. The palate is very fresh, with
a soft acidity that travels through the mouth. It is a
concentrated, juicy and very balanced wine, with a
long and pleasant finish.

85.00

Babich Black Label Pinot Noir 2021
Marlborough, New Zealand

Dark plum and raspberry aromas with rose and hints of
thyme, mushroom and anise. Sweet fruited and weighty
on entry with good volume. Plum, cherry and a touch of
blackberry leaf fill the midpalate and spill onto the finish.

- 88.00

-

Auswan Bin 88 Shiraz
Australia, South Australia

Medium-bodied red wine with aromas of dark plum,
mulberry, blueberry, and gentle notes of warm spices.
The palate is perfectly balanced with rich ripe fruit,
subtle toasty oak and fine velvety tannins. Enjoy on its
own or with red meats.

- 68.00

Auswan Bin 88 Shiraz
Australia, South Australia

Flavours of ripe plum and black cherry unfold,
complemented by layers of dark chocolate and mocha. 

- 68.00
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Domaine Louis Chenu
Bourgogne Rouge 2021
Burgundy, France

Pretty and generous nose with ripe red berries.
Delicate and soft, lovely texture filled with
red berries and fresh earthy character. Generous
palate, good intensity and elegant finish.

Delas "Les Launes" Crozes
Hermitage 2020
Crozes Hermitage, North Rhone, France

The nose is essentially fruity, with strong aromas
of cassis and plums, an a touch of violets. This is
an ample, well-rounded wine in the mouth that has
well rounded tannins for a clean and
persistent finish.

-

-

125.00

108.00

Speri Pigaro Amarone 2019
Valpolicalla, Veneto Italy 

Aromas of black cherry liqueur, blackberry jam
and dark spices. Round, rich and powerful wine with
a smooth texture and superb length; it shows fine
tannins and pleasing nuances.

- 155.00

G.D. Vajra Barolo
"Coste Di Rose" 2019
Alba, Piedmont, Italy

The G.D. Vajra 2019 Barolo Coste di Rose shows a
darker core of fruit with dusty earthy tones and
campfire ash. An open, flowing red wine with solid
tannins, showing aromas of cherry, raspberry, earth
and iron. Accents of tomato leaf and eucalyptus shine
through in the long aftertaste. 

- 118.00

Kaesler Cabernet Sauvignon 2020
Barossa Valley, South Australia, Australia

Complex aromas of blackberry, plum, kirsch, vanilla and
lavender combine with hints of spicey sandalwood oak. 
Full bodied, with rich and intense black fruit flavours,
meld into the chalky tannins. 

Glaetzer Bishop Shiraz 2020
Barossa Valley, South Australia, Australia

Loaded with that mix of black fruits and dark plum with
a typical Barossa coffee grinds character. Generous
grainy mouth feel with a sustained finish.

-

-

118.00

108.00
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Château La Nerthe Châteauneuf
Du Pape Rouge 2019
Châteauneuf Du Pape, South Rhone, France

Nose of blackcurrants, black tea and dried flowers
stands out. The mouth is rich, fruity and velvety with
an incredibly layered tannic structure. The wine is
balanced and pure with strong intense and incredibly
long finish.

- 188.00

Castello di Verrazzano Chianti
Classico Gran Selezione Sassello
DOCG 2016
Chianti, Tuscany, Italy

Fine and intense aromas, wide and persistent, and
offers a variety of fruity notes including cherries,
blackberries, raspberries underlined by hints of oak
and vanilla. The taste is elegant and complex with
closely woven tannins both smooth and pleasant
joined to notes of fruit and spice, oak and vanilla,
with an equally pleasant and long finish.

- 168.00
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WhiteWine
Riff Pinot Grigio DOC Delle
Venezie 2021
Veneto, Italy

Fine, fruity (apples,peaches), forward varietal aromas.
Fresh, precise flavors, light to medium-bodied with a
fresh mouth-watering finish, dry and crisp.

Babich Rongopai Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc 2022
Marlborough, New Zealand

Embraces aromatically with a soft smoky perfume and a
touch of mandarin. Finely textured and generous palate
with a crisp finish. Flavours of citrus, melon and a touch
of sweet garden herbs.

15.00 70.00

Pasqua Passione Sentimento
Romeo & Juliet Bianco 2021
Veneto, Italy

On the nose it displays intense tropical and peach
flavours. This wine is refreshing yet powerful; buttery yet
refreshing with a lingering finish.

- 78.00

Max Ferdinand Richter Mulheimer
Sonnenlay Zeppelin 2022
Mosel, Germany

Clean pure structure; mineral texture with rich
mouth-filling flavours of orchard fruits and juicy layers.
Shows a well zesty and spicy refreshing style.

- 85.00

De Martino Estate
Sauvignon Blanc 2021 
Isla de Maipo, Chile

Pale straw, citrus scent, and a refreshing palate with
grapefruit and a crisp finish.

- 78.00

15.00 70.00

Auswan Blue Lobster Chardonnay
Australia, South Australia

Fresh, sweet and crisp. The crimson color, with the aroma
of fresh strawberries and rose petals, the mouth is soft,
the taste of apples, pears and strawberries, melons, can
also feel the delicate embellishment of violets and elder
flowers. The elegant sweetness of flowers and fruits,
combined with the sweet and sour taste of natural grapes,
is very suitable for drinking with fruits, or with the spicy
and fragrant southwestern cuisine.

- 68.00

Auswan Blue Sauvignon Blanc
Australia, South Australia

Fresh, crisp and fragrant with lots of rich, bright
fruit flavors.

- 68.00
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Jean Marc Brocard Chablis
Domaine Sainte Claire 2022
Chablis, Burgundy, France

Aromatically this wine is tart, with notes of lemon oils
and mango skin, as well as a bit of minty herbaceousness.
On the palate, there are flavors of honey, tropical fruits
just barely ripened, as well as a finish of bracing acidity.

- 108.00

Alois Lageder Chardonnay 2022
Alto Adige, Italy

Delicate aromas, pronounced bouquet, fresh, fruity
(peach, melone, citrus), floral, mineral. Medium bodied
wine, well-balanced, fruity, juicy, dry and persistent finish.

- 98.00
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Kaesler Old Vine Semillon 2022
Barossa, Australia

Lemongrass, Thai basil and freshly cut pineapple.Very
fresh and fruity. A taut zippy linear focussed palate with
fresh, crisp mouth-watering lemony acidity on the finish.
Thoroughly refreshing.

- 95.00

Joseph Cattin Gewürztraminer 2021
Alsace, France

Pale gold, floral and lychee bouquet, and a luscious
palate with tropical fruit and spice.

- 88.00

Cirelli Trebbiano d'Abruzzo 2021
Abruzzo, Italy

A fresh white, elegant and multifaceted in combinations.
The nose expresses a blend of earth and sea notes on
a fruity, almost exotic background. Fresh and balanced
by a good idea of softness. Intense, it closes with a
finale of great participation. Expressive and elegant.

- 88.00

Urlar Pinot Gris 2019
Gladstone, New Zealand

Aromas of stonefruit and spice (nutmeg), ginger and
honey with sweet pear dominate the nose. The wine has a
honeyed and mouth filling entry from the malolactic
influence. Satisfying richness is then reined in by a
tangelo skin and ginger spiced texture from the skin
contact parcel. It finishes dry and refreshing.

- 88.00



Château de Tracy Pouilly Fume 2022
Loire, France

Classic Pouilly Fumé with a complex nose of
blackcurrants, boxwood and subtle hints of tarragon,
followed by lemon and exotic fruits all underpinned by
minerality. The palate is tangy and fresh with a lovely
richness echoing the fruit flavours found on the nose.
Very elegant with a long, complex finish.

- 128.00

Leeuwin Estate Prelude
Chardonnay 2022
Margaret River, Western Australia, Australia

An aromatic and perfumed nose, with lemon blossom,
chamomile and black tea. The palate is energetic,
with concentrated fruits of cut lime, pear, custard apple.
Savoury notes and spice work in symmetry, carrying a
long finish with gentle talc-like tension.

- 128.00

Bai Jiu

舍得
She De Classic
China, East Asia

Sweet, full note of ripen pineapple and finished off
with a hint of jasmine flower.

贵州茅台
Kweichow Moutai Flying Fairy
China, East Asia

Slightly savory with a note of raisins, dates, plums
and finished off with a cacao note.

- 688.00

梦之蓝
M6 Soft
China, East Asia

Sweet, full note of ripen pineapple and finished off with a
long lasting note of jasmine flower and fermented fruits.

- 368.00

塔牌30年花雕酒
Pagoda 30 Years Hua Diao
China, East Asia

Smooth, slightly savory, sour plum, strong rice and
yeasty finished.

- 108.00

- 168.00
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